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More code examples? We heard you.
To access a variety of FX2LP code examples, please visit our USB High-Speed Code Examples webpage.
Are you looking for USB 3.0 peripheral controllers?
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AN78446 explains how three USB-specific interrupts and external interrupts are handled in EZ-USB® FX2LP™. It also
provides example code for the interrupts.
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Introduction
EZ-USB FX2LP incorporates 13 interrupt sources in its interrupt architecture: five standard 8051 interrupts and eight
additional EZ-USB interrupts.
Standard 8051 interrupts:

Additional EZ-USB interrupts:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

TF2: Timer 2 Overflow

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

USBINT(INT2): USB-Specific Interrupt

IE0(INT0): External Interrupt 0
IE1(INT1): External Interrupt 1
RI_0 and TI_0: UART 1 Interrupt
TF0: Timer 0 Overflow
TF1: Timer 1 Overflow
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PF1: Wakeup Pin (WU2)
RI_1 and TI_1: UART 1 Transmit and
Receive

I2CINT(INT3): I2C Bus Interrupt
IE4(INT4): External Interrupt 4
IE5(INT5): External Interrupt 5
IE6(INT6): External Interrupt 6
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The USBINT (INT2) interrupt is shared among 27 USB-specific autovectored interrupts. EZ-USB FX2LP provides an
advanced version of the vectored interrupts that are available, called “autovectored Interrupts.” Autovectoring is a
mechanism employed in EZ-USB FX2LP to allow an interrupt service routine (ISR) to be automatically invoked when
a corresponding interrupt occurs. For more details on autovectoring concepts and USB-specific interrupts, review the
EZ-USB Technical Reference Manual (TRM), section 4.5, “USB-Interrupt Autovectors.”
The following USB-specific interrupts are covered in this application note:

▪
▪
▪

Endpoint interrupts
In-Bulk-NAK (IBN) interrupts
Ping NAK interrupts

EZ-USB FX2LP integrates three new external interrupts—INT4, INT5, and INT6—in addition to the standard 8051INT0
and INT1 external interrupts. This application note illustrates the use of the three USB-specific interrupts and all the
external interrupts. It assumes that you are familiar with the EZ-USB TRM, chapter 4, Interrupts,” and that you have a
basic understanding of 8051 interrupts.

2

Endpoint Interrupts
Table 1 shows the available endpoint interrupts with their priority and INT2VEC value. For an OUT endpoint, the
interrupt request signifies that OUT data has been sent from the host, validated by the EZ-USB FX2LP, and is in the
endpoint buffer memory.
For an IN endpoint, the interrupt request signifies that the data previously loaded by the EZ-USB into the IN endpoint
buffer has been read and validated by the host, making the IN endpoint buffer ready to accept new data.

Table 1. EZ-USB Endpoint Interrupts
Interrupt Name

3

Priority

INT2VEC Value

Comment

EP0IN

9

20

EP0-IN is ready to be loaded with data.

EP0-OUT

10

24

EP0-OUT has USB data.

EP1IN

11

28

EP1-IN is ready to be loaded with data.

EP1-OUT

12

2C

EP1-OUT has USB data.

EP2

13

30

IN: Buffer is available. OUT: Buffer has data.

EP4

14

34

IN: Buffer is available. OUT: Buffer has data.

EP6

15

38

IN: Buffer is available. OUT: Buffer has data.

EP8

16

3C

IN: Buffer is available. OUT: Buffer has data.

IBN Interrupts
When the host requests an IN packet from the EZ-USB FX2LP Bulk endpoint, the endpoint NAKs (returns the NAK
packet) until the endpoint buffer is filled and committed for transfer. At this point, the EZ-USB FX2LP responds to IN
with a data packet.
Until the endpoint is committed, a flood of IN-NAKs can tie up bus bandwidth. Therefore, if the IN endpoints are not
always kept full and armed, it is useful to know when the host is “knocking at the door,” requesting IN data. The IBN
interrupt provides this notification. It fires whenever a Bulk endpoint NAKs an IN request.

4

Ping NAK Interrupts
When operating at full speed, every host OUT transfer consists of the OUT PID and the endpoint data, even if the
endpoint is NAKing (not ready). While the endpoint is not ready, the host repeatedly sends all the OUT data; if it is
repeatedly NAK’d, bus bandwidth is wasted. The USB 2.0 specification introduces a mechanism, PING, which makes
better use of the bus bandwidth for “unready” Bulk OUT endpoints.
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At high speed, the host can ping a Bulk OUT endpoint to determine if it is ready to accept data, holding off the OUT
data transfer until it can be accepted. The host sends a PING token, and the EZ-USB FX2LP responds with either of
the following:

▪
▪

An ACK to indicate that there is space in the OUT endpoint buffer
A NAK to indicate “not ready, try later.”

The PING interrupt indicates that an EZ-USB FX2LP Bulk OUT endpoint returned a NAK in response to a PING.
Note: PING applies only to high speed (480 Mbps).
Table 2 shows the PING interrupts available, with their priority and INT2VEC value. Interrupt enables for the individual
interrupts are in the NAKIE register; interrupt requests are in the NAKIRQ register.
Table 2. EZ-USB PING Interrupts
Interrupt Name

5

Priority

INT2VEC value

Comment

EP0 PING

19

48

EP0 was pinged and it NAK’d.

EP1 PING

20

4C

EP1 was pinged and it NAK’d,

EP2 PING

21

50

EP2 was pinged and it NAK’d.

EP4 PING

22

54

EP4 was pinged and it NAK’d.

EP6 PING

23

58

EP6 was pinged and it NAK’d.

EP8 PING

24

5C

EP8 was pinged and it NAK’d.

External Interrupts
Figure 1 shows and Table 3 lists the external interrupts in the EZ-USB FX2LP chip.
Figure 1. External Interrupts

External
Interrupt
Source

INT0
INT1
INT4
INT5
INT6

FX2LP

Table 3. External Interrupts
Interrupt

Interrupt
Enable

INT0

IE.0

PA.0

IP.0

1

TCON.1

Level or edge
sensitive, active low

[TCON.0]

INT1

IE.2

PA.1

IP.2

3

TCON.3

Level or edge
sensitive, active low

[TCON.2]

INT4

EIE.0

See note 1

EIP.2

8

EXIF.4

Edge sensitive,
active high

–

INT5

EIE.1

See note 1

EIP.3

9

EXIF.5

Edge sensitive,
active low

–

INT6

EIE.4

PE.5

EIP.4

12

EICON.3

Edge sensitive,
active high

–
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Notes:

▪

The INT4 and INT5 have dedicated pins only in the 100 and 128 packages (CY7C68014A-128AXC, CY7C68013A128AXI, CY7C68013A-100AXC, and CY7C68013A-100AXI). The pin for INT4 is shared among the
GPIF/FIFO/INT4 interrupts; setting the INTSETUP register INTSETUP.1 to ‘0’ enables INT4 operation. The default
USBJmpTb.a51 has an autovectoring option for INT4. To disable it, the following lines are commented in the
interrupt vector table in the assembly source file USBJmpTb.a51:
CSEG
AT 53H
USB_Int4AutoVector
ljmp

5.1

equ

$ + 2

USB_Jump_Table

▪

IE, EIE, IP, EIP, TCON, EXIF, and EICON are special function registers (SFRs). For a description of these SFRs,
refer to the EZ-USB TRM.

▪

Active low interrupts are falling-edge triggered, and active high interrupts are rising-edge triggered.

ISRs
In the example project, the ISRs for the external interrupts are defined in the C file isr.c. For example, the format to
define the ISR for INT0 is as follows:
void ISR_EXTR0 (void) interrupt 0
{
//The code to execute within the ISR;
}
This function serves as the ISR for INT0. It must never be called by a C or assembly function. It is automatically
executed when INT0 occurs.
“interrupt 0” tells the compiler to look for the ISR at address 0x0003. Similarly, for INT5, the ISR is as follows:
void ISR_EXTR5 (void) interrupt 11
{
// The code to execute within the ISR;
}

6

Firmware
The project available with this application note illustrates how to enable and handle these interrupts. The firmware is
written in such a way that it performs a data loopback operation based on the USB-specific interrupts. The Bulk endpoint
pairs EP1OUT-EP1IN, EP2OUT-EP6IN, and EP4OUT-EP8IN perform a data loop operation based on the endpoint
interrupt, IBN interrupt, and Ping NAK interrupt, respectively. For external interrupts, the firmware toggles the DVK
LEDs and Port C pins with half the frequency of the interrupt requests on the pins.
The project associated with this application note uses a bulkloop operation to demonstrate how the USB-specific
interrupts mentioned previously work. Bulkloop is a data loopback operation using Bulk OUT and Bulk IN transfers on
the EZ-USB FX2LP endpoints. During a Bulk OUT transfer, the host sends data to the OUT endpoint if it is empty. The
firmware copies data from the OUT endpoint to the empty IN endpoint and then “commits” the IN endpoint buffer. During
a Bulk IN transfer, the host reads data from the committed IN endpoint. In brief, a bulkloop operation reads data from
the host and sends it back to the host.
IN-OUT endpoint pairs create data loopback paths for the bulkloop operation. In the example project, three loopback
paths are available for the bulkloop operation, as shown in
Figure 2, which means that the firmware has three IN-OUT endpoint pairs. The data flows through these paths based
on USB-specific interrupts. Data transfer through path 1 is based on endpoint interrupts. Similarly, data transfer through
path 2 and path 3 is based on the IBN and Ping NAK interrupts, respectively. Following are the steps included in the
loopback operation:
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1.

Arm the OUT endpoint.

2.

Copy data from the OUT endpoint to the IN endpoint.

3.

Commit data in the IN endpoint.

4.

Rearm the OUT endpoint.

Notes:

▪

Arming an OUT endpoint means making buffer space available for the Serial Interface Engine (SIE) to accept data
from the host.

▪

Committing an IN endpoint makes the FIFO buffers available to the host for reading data from the endpoint.
Figure 2. External Interrupts

It is important in any USB ISR to clear the main USB interrupt before clearing the individual USB interrupt request latch.
This is because as soon as the individual USB interrupt is cleared, any pending USB interrupt immediately tries to
generate another main USB interrupt. If the main USB IRQ bit has not been previously cleared, the pending interrupt
is lost. The structure for a typical USB ISR is as follows:
USB interrupt_ISR
{
; FIRST clear the USB (INT2) interrupt request
; Clear the USB interrupt request
; Service the interrupt here
}
The associated project is built on the framework available as part of the CY3684 EZ-USB FX2LP Development Kit
(DVK) contents. The assembly source file dscr.a51 defines three pairs of endpoints to the host for three data loop
paths. Endpoints 2 and 4 are OUT endpoints. Endpoints 6 and 8 are IN endpoints. The EP1 OUT and EP1 IN endpoints
are also defined. All endpoints are configured as Bulk.
The code execution begins from the main function in the file fw.c. The function TD_Init(),defined in the file intr.c, is
called in the main function. This function initializes all the endpoints and enables the four interrupts mentioned
previously.
The six endpoints defined in the assembly source file dscr.a51 are configured in this function with the following
statements:
EP1OUTCFG = 0xA0;
EP1INCFG = 0xA0;
SYNCDELAY;
EP2CFG = 0xA2;
SYNCDELAY;
EP4CFG = 0xA0;
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SYNCDELAY;
EP6CFG = 0xE2;
SYNCDELAY;
EP8CFG = 0xE0;
SYNCDELAY;
Chapter 15 of the EZ-USB TRM contains the definition of the registers. The key characteristics of the endpoints are as
follows:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Endpoint 1 – IN, Bulk
Endpoint 1 – OUT, Bulk
Endpoint 2 – OUT, Bulk, double buffered
Endpoint 4 – OUT, Bulk, double buffered
Endpoint 6 – IN, Bulk, double buffered
Endpoint 8 – IN, Bulk, double buffered

// out endpoints do not come up armed.

Arm EP1, EP2 and EP4 OUT endpoints

EP1OUTBC = 0x40;
// arm the EP1 OUT endpoint by writing to the byte count
// since the defaults are double buffered we must write dummy byte counts twice
SYNCDELAY;
EP2BCL = 0x80;
// arm EP2OUT by writing byte count w/skip.
SYNCDELAY;
EP2BCL = 0x80;
SYNCDELAY;
EP4BCL = 0x80;
// arm EP4OUT by writing byte count w/skip.
SYNCDELAY;
EP4BCL = 0x80;
The following two lines enable the interrupts of the EP1 endpoint defined for the project:
EPIE |= bmBIT3 ; // Enable EP1 OUT Endpoint interrupts
EPIE |= bmBIT2; // Enable

EP1 IN

Endpoint interrupts

The IBNIE register contains an individual interrupt-enable bit for each endpoint: EP0, EP1, EP2, EP4, EP6, and EP8.
These bits are valid only if the endpoint is configured as a Bulk or Interrupt endpoint. The IBNIRQ register similarly
contains individual interrupt request bits for the six endpoints. The EP6 IBN interrupt is enabled by setting the
corresponding bit in the IBNIE register. The NAKIE/NAKIRQ registers each contain a single bit, IBN, which is the OR’d
combination of the individual bits in IBNIE/IBNIRQ. For more information about these registers, see section 8.6.3.1 of
the EZ-USB TRM. The firmware enables an interrupt by setting the enable bit high and clears an interrupt request bit
by writing a ‘1’ to it. The following code performs these functions:
// clear the global IBN IRQ
NAKIRQ = bmBIT0;
// enable the global IBN IRQ
NAKIE |= bmBIT0;
// clear any pending IBN IRQ
IBNIRQ = 0xFF;
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// enable the IBN interrupt for EP6
IBNIE |= bmEP6IBN;
The following code in the TD_Init function clears any pending Ping NAK interrupts and enables the Ping NAK interrupt
for EP4.
NAKIRQ |= ~bmIBN; // clear any pending PINGNAK IRQ
NAKIE |= bmEP4PING; // enable the PING-NAK interrupt for EP2 and EP4
In the associated project, the following register configurations are done in intr.c for setting up the external interrupts
and Port C as the output port:
//INT0 and INT1
PORTACFG = 0x03;
// PA0 and PA1 are pins for INT0 and INT1 respectively.
TCON |= 0x05;
// INT0 and INT1 are configured as Edge triggered interrupts.
//INT4
INTSETUP &= ~0x02;
// If INTSETUP.1=0, then INT4 is supplied by the pin. Else, the
// interrupt is supplied internally by FIFO/GPIF sources.
//INT5 is a dedicated pin , available in the 100 and 128 pin packages.
//INT6
PORTECFG = 0x20; //PE5 is INT6
OEE &= ~0x20;
//Enable External Interrupts
EIE |= 0x1C; // Enable
External Interrupts 4, 5 and 6
IE |= 0x05;//Enable External Interrupts 0 and 1
//Clear Flags
EXIF &= 0xBF; // Clear INT4 EXIF.6 Flag
EXIF &= 0x7F; // Clear INT5 EXIF.7 Flag
EICON &= 0xF7; // Clear INT6 EICON.3 Flag
EA
= 1;
// Enable Global Interrupt
PORTCCFG = 0x00; // PORTC is is configured as an I/O, alternately
//it can output the lower address of enabled GPIF address pins
OEC = 0xFF;
// PORTC is an output
IOC = 0xFF; // Initialize PORTC to all LOW
The 8051 and USB-specific interrupts are handled differently. The USB interrupt vector generation is handled by the
USB jump table (USBJmpTb.obj), and the 8051 interrupt vector generation is handled by the Keil compiler. The
"#pragma noiv" statement in intr.c tells the Keil compiler to use the USB jump table to generate the interrupt vectors for
the USB-specific interrupts, instead of its own interrupt vector scheme, which follows the traditional 8051 scheme.

6.1

Endpoint Interrupts
Endpoint ISRs ISR_Ep1in and ISR_Ep1out are associated with endpoints EP1IN and EP1OUT, respectively. The
execution of these two ISRs enables the data flow through this path. The OUT endpoint ISR transfers data from
EP1OUT to EP1IN, if it is available, and makes data inside EP1IN buffers available to the host. EP1IN ISR rearms the
EP1OUT endpoint so that it can accept new data from the host. This cycle continues for new transfers from the host.
Interrupt housekeeping, such as clearing the interrupt request, is also taken care of inside the ISRs.
The following code segment is the ISR that is serviced every time an EP1OUT transfer occurs. If endpoint EP1OUT
has data (that is sent from the host), the capability of endpoint EP1IN to receive the data is checked. This is done by
reading the EP1IN busy bit in the endpoint status register EP1INCS. If endpoint EP1IN is not full, then the data is
transferred.
This decision is executed by the following statements:
if(!(EP1INCS & bmBIT1))
{// Checks EP1IN availability
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The number of bytes to be transferred is read from the byte count register EP1OUTBC.The register’s EP1OUTBC
contains the number of bytes written into the FIFO buffer by the host.
count = EP1OUTBC;// The count value is loaded from the byte count register
Execution of the following loop carries out the data transfer:
for (i=0;i<count; i++)
{
EP1INBUF[i]=EP1OUTBUF[i];
}
The following code commits the IN endpoint. It makes the buffer available to the host and clears the interrupt requests:
EP1INBC =count;
EZUSB_IRQ_CLEAR();//Clears the USB interrupt
EPIRQ = bmBIT3;//Clears EP1 OUT interrupt request
After the data is transferred, endpoint EP1OUT is rearmed to accept a new packet from the host. This is accomplished
by the following code in the IN endpoint ISR:
EP1OUTBC = 64;
EZUSB_IRQ_CLEAR();//Clears the USB interrupt
EPIRQ = bmBIT2;//Clears EP1 IN interrupt request
Note: See the EZ-USB TRM, section 4.3.3, “Interrupt Latency,” for information on the interrupt latency

6.2

IBN Interrupts
Loopback path 2, shown in
Figure 2, is based on an IBN interrupt. Unlike the endpoint interrupt, only one ISR is associated with the IBN interrupt.
For example, there is one ISR for all Bulk IN endpoints. The endpoint that NAK’d is found using the IBNIRQ register.
The IBNIRQ register contains individual request bits per endpoint. In this project, the IBN ISR executes whenever EP6
NAKs, as it is the only endpoint with IBN enabled.
The IBN ISR performs actions in the following order:
1.

Clear the USB (INT2) interrupt request (by writing ‘0’ to it) and disable the IBN interrupts for all endpoints so that
the ISR execution is not interrupted in between.
IBNIE = 0x00;
// clear the global USB IRQ
EZUSB_IRQ_CLEAR();

2.

Inspect the endpoint bits in IBNIRQ to determine which IN endpoint just NAK’d. This step is relevant when IBN is
enabled for more than one endpoint. Since IBN is enabled only for EP6IN, it is not required.

3.

Take the required action and then clear the IBN bit in the IBNIRQ for the serviced endpoint (by writing ‘1’ to it).
The required action is data transfer. If endpoint 2 has data (that is sent from the host), it is checked by reading the
endpoint 2 empty bit in the endpoint status register. This decision is executed by the following statements:
if (!(EP2468STAT & bmEP2EMPTY))
{
// check EP2 EMPTY (busy) bit in EP2468STAT (SFR), core set's this bit when FIFO
// is empty
The data pointers are initialized to the corresponding buffers. The first auto-pointer is initialized to the first byte of
the endpoint 2 FIFO buffer. The second auto-pointer is initialized to the first byte of the endpoint 6 FIFO buffer. The
number of bytes to be transferred is read from the endpoint 2 byte count registers. The registers EP2BCL and
EP2BCH contain the number of bytes written into the FIFO buffer by the host. These two registers give the byte
count of the data transferred to the FIFO in an OUT transaction as long as the data is not committed to the
peripheral side. The following statements accomplish the data pointer initialization and loading of the count:
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APTR1H = MSB( &EP2FIFOBUF );
// initializing the first data pointer
APTR1L = LSB( &EP2FIFOBUF );
AUTOPTRH2 = MSB( &EP6FIFOBUF );
// initializing the second data pointer
AUTOPTRL2 = LSB( &EP6FIFOBUF );
count = (EP2BCH << 8) + EP2BCL;
// The count value is loaded from the byte
count registers
Here the bulkloop operation is slightly different from the other two USB-specific interrupts. In ISR_Ibn, the first byte
of received data is incremented and then written into the IN endpoint buffer. This is done with the following code:
EXTAUTODAT2 = EXTAUTODAT1+1;
The remaining data bytes are copied to the IN endpoint buffer without any modifications. Execution of the following
loop carries out the data transfer:
for ( i = 0x0001; i < count; i++ )
{
// setup to transfer EP2OUT buffer to EP6IN buffer using AUTOPOINTER(s)
EXTAUTODAT2 = EXTAUTODAT1;
}
The following statement transfers data from endpoint 2 to endpoint 6:
EXTAUTODAT2 = EXTAUTODAT1;
Each time this statement is executed, the auto-pointer is incremented automatically. It is executed repeatedly to
transfer each byte from endpoint 2 to endpoint 6.
The following code commits the IN endpoint, that is, makes the buffer available to the host:
EP6BCH = EP2BCH;
SYNCDELAY;
EP6BCL = EP2BCL; // arm EP6IN
IBNIRQ = bmEP6IBN; // clear the IBN IRQ
IBNIE |= bmEP6IBN; // enable the IBN IRQ
SYNCDELAY;
After the data is transferred, endpoint 2 has to be rearmed to accept a new packet from the host.
EP2BCL = 0x80; // re(arm) EP2OUT
4.

Clear the IBN bit in the NAKIRQ register (by writing ‘1’ to it) and enable the IBN interrupt.
NAKIRQ = bmBIT0;// clear the global IBN IRQ
IBNIE = bmEP6IBN; // Enable IBN for EP6

6.3

Ping NAK Interrupts
EZ-USB FX2LP implements the Ping NAK interrupt as EP0PING, EP1PING, and so on, one for each endpoint. The
EPxPING interrupt is asserted when the host PINGs an endpoint and the EZ-USB FX2LP responds with a NAK because
the particular endpoint buffer memory is not available. The EZ-USB FX2LP firmware framework provides hooks for all
the interrupts that it implements. The example project uses ISR_Ep4pingnak ISRs to handle the EP4PING interrupt.
Following is the code for the EP4 ISR:
void ISR_Ep4pingnak(void) interrupt 0
{
SYNCDELAY; // Re-arm endpoint 4
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EP4BCL = 0x80;
EZUSB_IRQ_CLEAR();
//clear the 4interrupt
NAKIRQ = bmEP4PING;
}
The ISR_Ep4pingnak discards the previous data that is stored in one of the buffers of endpoint 4 by rearming the
endpoint (that is, EP4BCL = 0x80). Therefore, EP4 can now receive the data that is currently being sent by the host
because there is space available in one of its buffers.
It then clears the interrupt by setting a particular bit in NAKIRQ because it has been serviced.

6.4

External Interrupts
In the associated project, Port C has been configured as the DVK LED D2 toggle. When an INT0 interrupt occurs, PC.0
and PC.1, D3/PC.4 and D4/PC.5, and D5/PC.6 are toggled. The code for toggling the LEDs and Port C pins is written
inside the ISR of these interrupts.
In the example project, the ISRs for all the external interrupts are defined in isr.c. For example, the format to define the
ISR for INT0 is as follows:
void ISR_EXTR0 (void) interrupt 0
{
//The code to execute within the ISR;
}
This function serves as the ISR for INT0. It must never be called by a C or assembly function. It is automatically
executed when INT0 occurs.
“interrupt 0” tells the compiler to look for the ISR at address 0x0003. Similarly, for INT5, the ISR is as follows:
void ISR_EXTR5 (void) interrupt 11
{
// The code to execute within the ISR;
}
Example ISR code for INT4 in isr.c is as follows:
void ISR_EXTR4(void) interrupt 10
{
EXIF &= 0xBF;// Clear INT4 EXIF.6 Flag
IOC ^= 0x10;// Toggle pin 4 of PortC
}
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7

Hardware Connections
Refer to Table 3 in the Getting Started with FX2LP™ document for the default jumper settings on the CY3684 DVK.
Table 4 gives the port/jumper names on which the required pins for testing external interrupts are available on the
CY3684.
Table 4. EZ-USB Jumper Instruction
Pin Name

8

Port/Jumper Name on
CY3684

Port C

P3

LEDs

JP3

INT0

P2.19

INT1

P2.18

INT4

P6.5

INT5

P6.4

INT6

PE.5

Testing the Project
This section describes how to test the functionality of three data loopback paths and the toggling of Port C pins and
DVK LEDs based on external interrupts. To do the test, follow these steps:
1.

Download SuiteUSB 3.4 and install it. This installs the CyConsole utility.

2.

Connect the CY3684 board to the PC with the EEPROM ENABLE switch in the “No EEPROM” position. The board
enumerates with the default internal descriptor. Use the CyUSB.inf file available in the folder
Associated_project\driver to bind with the device. For help with binding the driver, see
MatchingDriverToUSBDevice.htm or the “Matching Devices to the Driver” section of the CyUSB.pdf file in the
drivers folder.

3.

Open the CyConsole utility. Go to Start > All Programs > Cypress > USB > CyConsole EZ-USB.

4.

Download the compiled hex file extr_intr.hex to RAM by clicking the Download button, as shown in Figure 3, and
selecting the path where the hex file is located. When the download is complete, it prompts for a driver.

5.

Add new a VID/PID (the one used in the dscr.asm file, PID-04B4 VID-1004) to CyUSB.inf and then bind it with the
device.
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Figure 3. Endpoint_Interrupts.hex Download

6.

For testing data path 1, send 64 bytes of user-defined data from the host to endpoint EP1OUT using CyConsole.
For example, select 0: Endpoint 1 OUT in the Pipe field, specify the Length as 64 and Hex Bytes as 5, and then
click the Bulk Trans button, as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Bulk OUT Transfer

7.

This data can be read back from endpoint EP1IN using CyConsole. For example, select 1: Endpoint 1 IN in the
Pipe field, specify the Length as 64, and then click the Bulk Trans button, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Bulk IN Transfer

The procedures for testing other interrupts are as follows:

▪

IBN interrupts: For OUT and IN data transfers through data loopback path 2, select endpoints EP4OUT and
EP8IN respectively, instead of EP1OUT and EP1IN. These endpoints have a maximum packet size of 512 bytes.
Do a data loopback as described previously for data path 1 and verify that the first byte of the received data has
been incremented and the remaining bytes are the same.

▪

Ping NAK interrupts: In these interrupts, the endpoint EP4OUT-EP8IN endpoint pair with a maximum packet size
of 512 bytes performs the data transfer. For OUT and IN data transfers, select endpoints EP4OUT and EP8IN,
respectively. Do a data loopback and verify that the received and transmitted data are the same.
The code can also be tested by continuously sending data to the EP4 without reading the data out of the EP8.
Because the PING-NAK ISR rearms the endpoint, you can continuously transmit data to EP4, and the transfer
always succeeds. The data in the EP4 buffers at any point of time is the latest two packets of data sent from the
host.

▪

9

External interrupts: These types of interrupts trigger the interrupts using an external source, for example, a
function generator. The function generator can be set to generate a square wave of known frequency (use low
frequency, for example, a 100-Hz signal to view LED toggling). When the respective interrupts are triggered, the
LED toggle appears. When an INT0 interrupt occurs, PC.0 and D2 are toggled. Similarly, on INT1/ INT4/ INT5/
INT6, PC.1 and D3/PC.4 and D4/PC.5 and D5/PC.6 are toggled. The Port C pin toggling can be checked by
connecting those pins to the DSO.

Summary
This application note serves as a quick start guide for developing applications using EZ-USB FX2LP USB-specific and
external interrupts. Example code demonstrates how three USB-specific interrupts and all external interrupts are
handled. With the help of this document and the EZ-USB TRM, chapter 4, “Interrupts,” you can easily develop code for
other USB-specific interrupts.
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